
CANADIAN RAISING IN A WINDSOR, ONTARIO DIALECT 

Debby Weber 

There is a rule found in most if not all Canadian Dialects in which 
the diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ are heightened under varied conditions to 
produce [Aw] and [Ay]: this rule has been called Canadian Raising.! Let 
us first look at the most common version of this phonological rule in 
Western Canada. We have to examine four phonetic environments to see where 
Canadian Raising is obligatory or blocked. These include the occurrence 
of the diphthongs /aw/ or /ay/ before a voiced or voiceless consonant, at 
the end of a word, or where followed by a syllable with primary stress. 

Canadian Raising applies when the diphthongs /aw/ or /ay/ are 
followed by a voiceless consonant: 

height /hayt/ [hAyt] 
write /rayt/ [rAyt] 
lighter /layter/ [lAytar] 

clout /clawt/ [klAwt] 
shout /sawt/ (§Awt] 
doubter /dawtar/ [dr.wtar] 

But if the diphthong is followed by a voiced consonant, or if it's at 
the end of a word, then it doesn't undergo raising: 

hide /hayd/ [hayd] 
spider /spaydar/ [spaydar] 
tiger /taygar/ [taygar] 
cloud /klawd/ [klawd] 
clown /kl awn/ [klawn] 
my /may/ [may] 
jaw /haw/ [haw] 

The placement of stress in the word is irrelevant for Canadian Raising 
in Western Canadian English: 

hypathesis 
1 hypothetical 

/haypbeasas/ 
1 /haypaeetakal/ 

[hAyp~easss] 
1 [hr.ypa9etakal] 

The rule for Canadian Raising in Western Canada is, therefore: 

(1) Canadian Raising (Western Canada) 

[:~ J ---> [~~] 
c 

/_[-voi] 

Another dialect, which will be referred to here as the Windsor Dialect, 2 
shows some differences in these environments affecting Canadian Raising. Words 
in which the diphthong /aw/ occurs follow the first rule (part 6) as does 
Western Canadian: 

(2) Candian Raising (Windsor) 
c 

aw ---> AW /_ [-voi] (•lb) 
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According to this rule, the diphthong /aw/ when followed by a voiceless 
consonant becomes [Aw], and is blocked when followed by a voiced consonant. 
The Windsor Dialect follows this rule as the following list indicates for both 
environments: 

voiceless Consonant Raising Obligator~ 

clout /klawt/ [klflWt] 
clouted /klawtad/ [klAwtad] 
shout /~awt/ [~AWt] 

shouted /hwtad/ [~flWtad] 

pouter /pawtar/ [pAwtar]*3 
doubter /dawtar/ [dAwtar] 

Voiced Consonant Raising Blocked 

cloud /klawd/ [klawd] 
clouded /klawdad/ [klawdad] 
shroud /~rawd/ [~rawd] 

clown /klawn/ [klawn] 
loud /lawd/ [lawd] 
louder /lawdar/ [lawdar] 

In the third environment, that in which the dipthong [aw] occurs at the 
end of a word, the informant for the Windsor Dialect has a difference from 
Western Canadian: for most such words, Canadian Raising applies optionally 
(in the Western Canadian dialect, Canadian Raising is blocked completely in 
this environment). Only for the word now is Canadian Raising blocked and 
this word is consistently pronounced [;a;]: 

Ng5d Finally I I 
u naw 
how /haw/ 
cow /kaw/ 
powwow /pawwaw/ 
plough /pl aw/ 

Raisif'§ Oftional aw 
[haw] or [hAw] 
[kaw] or [kflw] 
[pawwaw] or [p11,wwf1W] 
[plaw] or [plflw] 

The environment for Canadian Raising as stated in (2) must therefore be 
modified as in (3). I use the double cross# t~ tndicate word boundary. 

(3) Canadian 

aw --~ 

Raising (Windsor) 

AW 
c 

!J_[-voi] 

l fl 

(a) 

(b) (= rule (2) modified) 

The windsor Dialect differs noticeably from the Western Canadian in the 
environments where the diphthong /ay/ is raised to [fly]. The rule for Western 
Canada is: 

(4) Canadian Raising (Western Canada) 
c 

ay ---+ AY /_[-voi] (=la) 

Although as would be predicted, the diphthong /ay/ is raised to [fly] in 
words such as write or sigh~ in the Windsor Dialect, also included are words 
such as ride and side: -- -
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Voiceless Consonants 

height /hayt/ (hAyt] hide /hayd/ (hAyd] 
write /rayt/ (rAyt] ride /rayd/ (rAyd] 
writer /rayter/ [rAytar]3a rider /raydar/ [rAyder] 
whiter /waytar/ [wAytar] wider /wayder/ [wAyder] 
sight /sayt/ (sAyt) side /sayd/ (SAyd] 
lighter /laytar/ [lAytar] tiger /taygar/ tAygar] 
pipe /payp/ (pAyp] spider /spaydar/ [spAydar] 

Thus, since the Windsor Dialect raises [ay] to [Ay] whether followed by 
a voiceless .2!. voiced consonant, the rule must be expressed: 

(5) Canadian Raising (Windsor) 

ay ---+ .A.y / _[+ segment] 

Like Western Canadian, the Windsor Dialect also blocks raising at the 
end of a word with the diphthong [ay]: 

eye 
my 
high 
~ 

Raising Blocked 

/ay/ 
/may/ 
/hay/ 

[ay] 
[may] 
[hay] 

Therefore the above rule/is applicable for these three environments. 

A fourth environment, the stress condition,is described by J. K. Chambers 
as affecting Canadian Raising. Raising " ••• is blocked if and only if the low 
tense segment has non-primary stress .!!!!! is followed by a stressed syllable.'' 

Chambers lists a few exceptions, such as vice-chtncellor and hiah schbol 
which .!E! raised. He says the former illustrates the fact that Canadian Raising 
operates within word boundaries, and the latter is inexplicable. Chambers 
goes on to State t?at fS nonr Of hi~ informants raise the diphthong /aw/ to (AW) 
i~awprd such as cow poke, h gh school a~pears to 1 bel~n exception. The informant 
for the Windsor Dialect pronounces c6w p6ke as [kA.wpOk], contrary to Chambers. 
The explanation could lie in the fact that he has optional raising in words like 
cow. He can also say [hAwtvar]. 

Aside from the above exception, the Windsor Dialect consistently follows 
Chambers' findings in this area: 

citi cit tion 
hyp thysis 
hypothetical 

Windsor Dialect 

/sayt{ 
/saytey~an/ 
/hayp~0asas/ 
/haypa0ttakal/ 

(SAyt! 
[sayt y~an] 
[hayp easis] 
[hAypo9ttikal] 

To take this fourth environment into consideration, the rule must undergo a 
modification from version 5, for the Windsor dialect: 
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(6) Canadian Raising (Windsor) 

ay ---+ AY I when followed by at least one segment. If 
there is a syllable following the syllable 
containing /ay/, then the former must be 
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unstressed. (= 5, modified) 

Summary of Rules 

Canadian Raising -- Western Canada 

---+ 
c 

/ __ [-voi] 

Canadian Raising -- Windsor, Ontario 

ay ---+ AY /~~[+ segment] 

Condition: if there is a syllable following 
then the former must be unstressed. 

[
I [-v~i] J 

AW I I ___ II 
aw ---+ 

FOOTNOTES 

the syllable containing /ay/, 

1. See article in "The Canadian Journal of Linguistics", Ed., E. N. 
Burstynsky; "Canadian raising", by J. K. Chambers, pp. 113-135; University of 
Toronto Press, 1973. 

2. The informant for the Windsor Dialect is a twenty-eight year old male, 
born in Kingston and raised in Frontenac County and Hastings. He got his 
university education in Windsor where he lived for six years before moving to 
Calgary. It does not seem to be the case that this dialect is more common than 
the one reported by Chambers for the same geographical area. 

3. Note the informant also raises /aw/ in powder to [Aw], but this is 
an exception; perhaps he assumed the d to be a! when he was learning the dialect, 
as he does have T-Voicing. 

3a. The words clouted, shouted, pouter, doubter, writer, whiter, and 
lighter include a t which is unaspirated and not fully voiced, closely resembling 
a d. 

4. HCanadian Raising", J. K. Chambers, p. 132. 
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